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We present a se ond-order algorithm for re onstru ting an interfa e from
a distribution of volume fra tions in a general orthogonal oordinate system with derivatives approximated using nite di eren es. The method
approximates the interfa e urve by a pie ewise-linear pro le. An integral
formulation is used that a ounts for the orthogonal oordinate system in a
natural way. We present results obtained using this method for tra king a
material interfa e between two ompressible media in spheri al oordinates
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1. INTRODUCTION

The volume-of- uid approa h provides an impli it representation of a sharp front
by spe ifying the volume o upied on ea h side of the front in ea h grid ell. This
representation was originally motivated by the spe i ase of the interfa e between
two materials, in whi h the volumes ontain par els of two di erent uids, ea h with
its own mass, energy and equation of state. The volume-of- uid approa h to tra king interfa es has been used by many in luding [5℄, [3℄ and [4℄. In a more general
front tra king setting, the volume-of- uid approa h gives a onvenient representation, parti ularly in settings where dis rete onservation is important. In that ase,
the volumes on either side of the front form the basis for performing a onservative,
nite-volume dis retization of onservation laws.
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Department of Energy: Dire tor, OÆ e of S ien e, OÆ e of Advan ed S ienti Computing,
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In this note, we present a method for omputing a volume-of- uid representation
of a front suitable for use in any orthogonal oordinate system. It is based on the
relationship ( rst noted in [2℄) between a volume-of- uid des ription of a front and
the lo al representation of that front as the graph of a fun tion.
In the ase of Cartesian oordinates, the method in [2℄ provides a se ond-order
a urate re onstru tion of the surfa e geometry from the volume fra tions and is
exa t for at surfa es. There are a number of algorithms that meet these requirements for Cartesian oordinates in two and three dimensions. See, for example [1℄
and [4℄. However the extension of these algorithms to other orthogonal oordinate
systems has been unwieldy. The prin ipal ontribution of the algorithm des ribed
in this note is that it is se ond-order a urate and straightforward to implement
for the most ommonly used orthogonal oordinate systems.
2. VOLUME OF FLUIDS OVERVIEW
We are given a velo ity eld ~s whi h extends smoothly to the entire domain and
the lo ation of the interfa e ~x. The motion of the interfa e is given by
d~x
dt

= (~s  n^)^n

(1)

where n^ is the interfa e normal. We an des ribe the interfa e as a pie ewiseonstant fun tion f whi h is zero outside uid and unity inside. If we do so,
equation 1 is formally equivalent to
f
t

+ ~s  rf = 0:

(2)

By de nition, f is the volume fra tion of uid . We use the onservative form of
equation 2:
f
t

+ r  (f ~s) = f r  ~s:

(3)

We now des ribe the Cartesian algorithm and the algorithm for general orthogonal
oordinates.
2.1. Cartesian Algorithm Spe i ation

De ne our Cartesian oordinates to be (x; y) We dis retize the oordinate spa e
with equally-spa ed grid points with separation x = y = h. A ell in real spa e
is i;j = [ih; (i + 1)h℄  [jh; (j + 1)h℄. In two-dimensional Cartesian oordiantes,
equation 3 be omes
x
y
x
y
f
+  (s f ) +  (s f ) = f s + f s :
(4)
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The volume-of- uid method an be divided into three steps whi h are repeated for
ea h dimension in an operator-split fashion:
 We use the volume fra tions of ea h uid to re onstru t as a lo al graph the
onne tivity and geometri on guration of ea h uid.
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Illustration of adve tion of interfa e. The volume uxed out of the ell during a
time step t is shown by the dashed re tangle. The quadrilateral volume of uid 1 and uid 2
with this re tangle are the volume uxes (FV ) of uid 1 and uid 2 during the time step.
FIG. 1.

 We use this lo al graph to geometri ally onstru t the volume ux of ea h uid.
 We update the volume fra tions with an operator- split dis retization of equa-

tion 4.
We lo ally re onstru t the surfa e as a graph of a fun tion g of the form (x; g(x))
or (g(y); y). See Miller and Pu kett [4℄ for details of how this hoi e is made. If
2 = (j s)x1 for some integer s whi h is suÆ iently large, then the
we set xLow
olumn height C of the uid is given by
Ci;j

=

j
X
j =j s
0

(5)

fi;j h2
0

The fun tion g is a linear fun tion whose slope m is omputed using nite di eren es
of the olumn heights of the uid
C
m = i+1;j

Ci 1;j

(6)
2h
For ea h sweep, we geometri ally onstru t the volume ux and then update the
ell. Consider gure 1 and suppose that we are doing a sweep in the x dire tion.
The distan e that a parti le travels to get to the fa e of the ell is dx = sxk where
k is the time step. De ne F ;i+ 21 to be the volume of uid between the the
x = h(i + 21 ) sx k line and the x = h(i + 12 ) line. This is the ux through the fa e
of uid . The dis rete divergen e of F is a onsitent dis retization of r  (~sf ).
The update of the volume fra tion for the x sweep takes the form
1 f
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(7)

When the r  ~s in the right-hand side of equation 3 is the divergen e of the velo ity eld, often the right-hand side is not dire tionally operator-split, but in luded
fra tionally in ea h update.
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The present re onstru tion algorithm is used in the ontext of multi- uid gas
dynami s as done in Miller and Pu kett [4℄ and Colella, Glaz and Ferguson [1℄.

These are higher-order Godunov methods in whi h the uid velo ity is single- valued
in multi- uid ells. Appropriate single- uid average states are omputed in multiuid ells. The state is extrapolated from ell enters to edges and there a Riemann
problem is solved using a single- uid algorithm. The interfa e is then adve ted using
this edge- entered Godunov velo ity. The only substantial way in whi h the urrent
algorithm di ers from Miller and Pu kett is the way in whi h the onstru tion is
done.
We present results of the re onstru tion method for a hydrodynami s problem in
spheri al geometry. The problem is that of a dense gas spheri al shell embedded in
a light gas ba kground. The outer edge of the dense shell is pressurized (heated)
so that a strong sho k is driven into the shell towards the origin thereby for ing
an implosion. The outer edge of the shell is driven outward where it eventually
moves out of the omputational domain. We run the al ulation using spheri al
(r ) oordinates. Figure (2) shows the evolution of the volume fra tion in r 
oordinates. As the solution pro eeds, the grid resolution remains adequate and
the interfa e remains smooth.
We have presented a volume-of- uid re onstru tion algorithm for representing
sharp fronts in orthogonal oordinates in two dimensions. The ideas here an be
routinely extended to three dimensional orthogonal oordinates. An intriguing
possibility is that of extending this approa h to general mapped grids.
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FIG. 2.

The evolution of the volume fra tion in r



oordinates.

